
Fisher® Level Loop Solutions
Maximizing your production now—and in the future



The upstream oil and gas industry is changing. More stringent 
environmental regulations, loss of experienced personnel, and 
a need to maximize production may lead you to believe that 
managing the production equipment at your wellpad is beyond 
your grasp. Now, with the help of Emerson, you can take control.
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For over 130 years, Emerson has worked alongside facilities just like yours; helping you achieve environmental 

compliance, making it easier to commission and automate your production equipment, and offering reliable level 

solutions. With low emissions packing and intuitive field retrofittable designs, Fisher® level loop solutions provide you 

the ability to maximize your valve productivity and gain visibility to your remote production equipment.  

That said, we understand you want the flexibility to choose the technology that will help automate your production 

equipment. Use this brochure as a guide to ensure you get the most appropriate Fisher level loop solution for your 

separator applications. 

Partner with Emerson for peace of mind
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Since the 1920s, hundreds of thousands of Fisher pneumatic level control loops have been installed globally. 

Decades of field experience and design improvements make the Fisher pneumatic level loop solution one you can 

trust. Continuous enhancements over the last 90 years have allowed us the opportunity to provide a solution that is 

time-tested for simplicity and reliability.

Some things get better with time
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The future of level loop control is here
As your operational challenges become increasingly complex, you need to gain full visibility of the health of your well 

while remaining compliant with evolving environmental regulations. With this in mind, Emerson pioneered the first fully 

electric level loop solution. This solution will simplify compliance with environmental requirements, provide new insight 

into your process, and allow personnel, regardless of experience, to focus on what matters most to you—safely maximizing 

production. Simply put, using the Fisher electric level loop solution can help take your operations to new levels.
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Now you know maximizing your production is a possibility. Incorporating the equipment to do so is the next step. 

Whether you are updating equipment at an existing well, or you are planning for future sites, choosing the Fisher 

electric level loop solution will reduce the complexity of integrating new level loop technology.

Change can be easy
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Optimizing your loop was just made simpler
Gain optimum efficiency of your production equipment by using Emerson’s level loop optimizer software. When 

using the Fisher electric level loop solution, the optimizer software will help you select the correct valve and controller 

settings to meet your specific operating requirements. The optimizer software lets you choose how to operate your 

production equipment based on your key performance metrics. In other words, you’re controlling the equipment—it’s 

not controlling you.  Contact your local Emerson sales office to make your loop work for you.
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Realize the full potential of your production equipment. 
Click on or scan the QR code to watch videos and for more information.

Emerson’s global network of Fisher 
service centers provide trusted 
expertise using highly skilled 
technicians when and where you 
need them. Contact your local 
sales office to access this network. 
Click on or scan the QR code.
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